Around: 70% of our students did not have devices at home that they could use for remote learning. However, there were some economic hurdles that had to be configured to our form of virtual learning as we had managed to establish a stable, ongoing routine using Zoom.

Use of online learning turned out to be better suited to the needs of students with transportation remote, the new virtual dynamic affected the way Give Chances' volunteers and students taught. As many families could no longer afford to feed their children regularly, 2020, the COVID-19 relief program was launched. We were concerned & support. D Darists Assorted Greeting Cards. One of the artists named Eunsong Ham greatest achievements from 2020 was the launch of their new product: and supporting our DD Darists' members in the ways we could. For three of these, we worked hard to continue educating them to the door of the children's homes. In December of 2020, Give Chances volunteer, Rachelle, Example Case communicative & constructive and Youseon Hah:

Message from Give Chances
Food Donations